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Challenge
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Digitizing the BI landscape from

legacy version to a state-of-the-art

application by means of upgrades

and cloud transformation.

Requirement to retain the

core client-specific data

security functionalities in

the cloud architecture.

Achieving better

performance

after cloud

transformation.

The client is a European manufacturer of specialty 

naphthenic oils and bitumen products having sales offices in 

more than 30 countries and a global distribution network 

with 60 storage depots. 

Client

Moving from a legacy BI system to new-age cloud 

technologies, involving a multi-step process:



Structured deployment across multiple 

environments with two-step upgrades for 

OBI and ODI

Migration of data warehouse from a 

low-end platform to Oracle autonomous 

data warehouse

Transforming both ODI and OBI to cloud 

services, leveraging the native advantages 

of cloud computing

LTI Solution
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Business Benefits Delivered

30% improvement 

in report performance 

with numerous new 

functionalities.

40% reduction in data 

load time, leading to faster 

execution with better data 

availability for business.

20% improvement in user productivity 

with fast, fluid self-service discovery, 

enhanced visualization, storytelling, and 

minimal dependence on IT teams.
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LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to reimagine business 
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